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EDITORIAL

The Lord's Prayer (Aramaic Translation)

Loving Presence, luminous in all creation,
hallowed be your name.
Thy kin-dom come.
May we reflect on Earth
the yielding perfection of the heavens.
Help us to receive an illumined measure from Earth this day.
Forgive us when we trespass against others,
human and other-than-human,
as we forgive others who trespass against us.
Keep us on the path of wisdom
when we are tempted to take the selfish path.
May it be your rule we follow,
your power we exercise,
and your radiance that allures.
May this be the truth that guides our lives,
the ground from which our future will grow,
until we meet again.

From If Darwin Prayed, Bruce Sanguin, p.211

‘The matter is quite simple.  The Bible is
easy to understand.  But we Christians
are a bunch of scheming swindlers.  We
pretend to be unable to understand it
because we know that the minute we
understand, we are obliged to act
accordingly.  Take any word in the New
Testament and forget everything except
pledging yourself to act accordingly.
My God, you will say, if I do that my
whole life will be ruined.  How would I
ever get on in the world?’ Soren
Kierkegaard

I quoted Soren Kiergaard’s words  at
CEL’s Noddfa Retreat (see pages 12-14)
but was met with an instant retort. The
disagreement, as I understood it, was
not about the vehement self description
of hypocrisy, but rather the idea that the
Bible is easy to understand. I suppose I
agree. The Bible is a complicated series
of historical writings bearing witness to
the emerging revelation of God through
a particular people over time. It is not
always easy to sort out the story’s time
line, relevance and demands without
care, study and help. Even the nature of
the scripture’s authority is up for
investigation and differing views.

It seems that I could already be on the
way to persuading myself out of the
need for ‘pledging myself to act’
according to the Word.

Even if the Bible is not necessarily
easy to understand, what is very clear is
that finding encouragement, support
and inspiration to live firmly within the
mores of the kin-dom of God means
also finding the courage, support and
resistance to live against the dominant
culture of upwardly mobile economic
growth. 

So what is easy to understand is that
discipleship of the Christ requires not
only faith but also action. Not faint-
hearted action to gain inner peace, but
rather robust activism to contribute to

cosmic peace – shalom. Noel Moules in
his new must-read book, Fingerprints of
Fire…Footprints of Peace (see the
review on p.20) suggests that shalom is
actually a verb masquerading as a noun
‘there is nothing passive about it. It is
dynamic, pulsing with energy’ (p.43).

To participate in kin-dom making, we
do need ‘to come to our senses’ as
Keith Hebden describes (see p.4, A
Prodigal people?) and the result will
definitely ruin our lives, at least the lives
which thrill to profligate spending of
earth and spiritual gifts. They will be
ruined in the sense that every aspect of
life which fits comfortably with the
dominant culture will be challenged, and
challenged again until it is changed. It is
a process which we in CEL have come
to call ‘a storm of hope’. For instance
Tony Emerson introducing the Transport
Module of the ecocell 2 programme
challenges not only our mode of travel
but requires an anti-cultural attitude to
embrace localization, life in one place.
(see From A to B? page 15).

Pledging ourselves to ACT according
to the word of Jesus requires that we
use intellectual skill and ‘all our wit,
cunning and wisdom to read the
spiritual, moral, social and political
landscape like a hunter-gatherer tacking
through an impenetrable wilderness’. It
requires an enormous amount of
emotional and physical hard work. The
shalom of the kin-dom is ‘crafted out of
raw and often resistant materials; this
requires wisdom soaked in perspiration,
shaped by a commitment to love and
gentleness’. (Noel Moules again, p.45).

It is the desire of the CEL community
and the writers contributing to this issue
of Green Christian that its contents will
provide not the screeching that Sam
Norton objects to (see page 10, Of
Wheat and Tares) but the ‘extravagant
sufficiency’ and ‘exuberant fecundity’
(see Noel Moules, p.45) of those who
no longer pretend not to understand the
gospel of the Cosmic Christ. n

Chris Walton

Don’t become so adjusted to your 
culture that you fit into it without even
thinking about it       Romans 12 v.2 (The Message)


